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Abstract
We prove that a Finslerian foliation of a compact manifold is Riemannian.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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In their recent paper A. Miernowski and W. Mozgawa, cf. [3], introduce a Finslerian foliation as a foliation defined
by a cocycle modelled on a Finsler manifold such that the coherence transformations are local isometries of the model
Finsler manifold. At the same time they pose a question whether any Finslerian foliation is Riemannian, which is a
particular case of the problem presented by E. Ghys in Appendix E of P. Molino’s book, cf. [1]. The problem has been
studied by the second author, cf. [8,9], and then generalized by C. Tarquini, cf. [5]. In their paper A. Miernowski and
W. Mozgawa gave a partial answer to the question, namely they prove that the induced foliation of the normal bundle
of a Finslerian foliation is Riemannian. In this short note we go one step further and give the positive answer to this
question in the case of a compact manifold. The main result of the note is the following theorem.
Theorem. Let F be a Finslerian foliation of a compact manifold M . Then F is a Riemannian foliation.
Introduction
Let M be a manifold of dimension n with a foliation F of codimension q . The foliation F is said to be modelled
on a q-manifold N0 if it is defined by a cocycle U = {Ui,fi, gij }I modelled on N0, i.e.
1. {Ui} is an open covering of M ,
2. fi :Ui −→ N0 are submersions with connected fibres, and
3. gijfj = fi on Ui ∩ Uj .
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M. Józefowicz, R. Wolak / Differential Geometry and its Applications 26 (2008) 224–226 225The q-manifold N = ∐Ni , Ni = fi(Ui), is called the transverse manifold associated to the cocycle U and the
pseudogroup H of local diffeomorphisms of N generated by gij the holonomy pseudogroup representative on N
(associated to the cocycle U ). N is a complete transverse manifold. The equivalence class ofH we call the holonomy
pseudogroup of F (or (M,F)). In what follows, we assume that F is defined by a cocycle U and we denote by N
and H the transverse manifold and holonomy pseudogroup associated to U , respectively. It is not difficult to check
that different cocycles defining the foliation provide us with equivalent holonomy pseudogroups, cf. [2].
The foliation F is called (transversely) Finslerian if it is defined by a cocycle U = {Ui,fi, gij }I modelled on a
Finsler manifold (N0,F0), and such that the transformations gij are local isometries of the Finsler structure F0.
It is well known that this definition does not depend on the choice of a cocycle.
Let N(M,F) be the normal bundle of the foliation and L(M,F) the bundle of transverse frames, i.e. the bundle
of frames of the normal bundle. N(M,F) is the associated fibre bundle to L(M,F) with the standard fibre Rq .
The bundle L(M,F) admits the canonical foliation FL whose leaves are of the same dimension as F and it is
modelled on a cocycle V = {Vi,L(fi),L(gij )}I where Vi = L(M,F)|Ui and L(f ) is the transformation induced by
the mapping f on the level of frames. Therefore our cocycle V is modelled on the principal frame bundle L(N0).
The bundle N(M,F) admits the canonical foliation FN whose leaves are of the same dimension as F and it is
modelled on a cocycle W = {Wi,d(fi), d(gij )}I where Wi = N(M,F)|Ui and d(f ) is the transformation induced
by the mapping f on the level of tangent vectors. Therefore our cocycleW is modelled on the tangent bundle T (N0).
On the other hand, the foliations FL and FN are defined by the natural action of the local vector fields tangent to
the foliation F . Moreover, the foliation FN is the induced foliation by FL via the associated bundle construction, for
more details see [6,7].
Proof of the theorem. Let (U,ϕ) be an adapted chart for the foliation F , x a point in U , and P be the plaque of the
leaf Fx (passing through x) of F containing the point x. Let p be a transverse frame at x, i.e. in the corresponding
local trivialization of L(M,F) it is represented by (x,A) where A ∈ GL(q). The trace on L(M,F) | U of the leaf
Fp of FL passing through p over the plaque P is of the form P ×Gp in the corresponding trivialization of L(M,F)
where Gp is a discrete subset of GL(q) containing A.
Let v be a transverse vector at x, i.e. in the corresponding local trivialization of N(M,F) it is represented by (x,w)
where w ∈ Rq . The trace on N(M,F) | U of the leaf Fv of FN passing through the point v over the plaque P is of
the form P × Vv in the corresponding trivialization of L(M,F) where Vv is a discrete subset of Rq containing w.
From the very definition of the associated bundle we have the following relation
(∗)Vv = Gp(w)
and v = p(w).
The Finsler metric F0 on N0 pulls back to a Finsler metric F in the normal bundle N(M,F). In fact, a Finsler
metric G in N(M,F) projects to a Finsler metric on the transverse manifold N iff LXG = 0 for any vector field
tangent to the leaves of the foliation F . The following property is an obvious consequence of the above considerations.
If F is a Finslerian foliation, then for any r > 0 S(M,F; r) = {Y ∈ N(M,F):F(Y ) = r2} is a foliated submani-
fold of N(M,F).
Therefore if M is compact, so is S(M,F; r), and the leaves of the foliationFN are relatively compact. In particular,
it means that for any transverse vector v the space Vv is relatively compact. The relation (∗) ensures that for any
p ∈ L(M,F) the set Gp is relatively compact, and the leaves of FL are relatively compact. The foliation FL is
transversally parallelisable, so according to Proposition 0.5 of [5], the foliation F is Riemannian.
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